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Introduction 

Politics begins where ethics ends. The last paragraph of Nicomachean Ethics is a 

transition from a book on virtue to a book on politics. “Then let us study the collected 

political systems, … For when we have studied these questions, we will perhaps grasp 

better what sort of political system is best; how each political system should be organized 

so as to be best; and what habits and laws it should follow. Let us discuss this, then, 

starting from the beginning” (Ethics 1181b 25). Thus, the Nicomachean Ethics informs 

the Politics. Underlying the whole of Politics are assumptions about the purpose of 

human life. The polis exists for the sake of a good life, and that good life is deeply tied to 

a life of virtue. 

 What is not immediately apparent is the way that Politics informs Aristotle’s 

conception of ethics. Ethics also contains a series of assumptions about the form that 

morality takes. Aristotle is not concerned with questions that would haunt later 

philosophers of ethics: questions of whether an action is right or wrong. He is concerned 

about the person committing the action. He asks, instead, what makes a person good or 

bad. He cannot interpret an action apart from the context of a person’s life. Actions have 

an end, but they are part of a greater whole- the end of life. “Suppose, then, that the 

things achievable by action have some end that we wish for because of itself … Clearly, 

this end will be the good, that is to say, the best good” (1094a 22 Ethics). An action is 

part of a series of actions. And these series of actions inform the whole of a person to the 

point where a person can be said to be a conglomeration of their actions over time. As 

such, the ethics that Aristotle cares for is an ethics of virtue. This is not merely a private 

concern, but a public one. “For the legislator makes the citizens good by habituating 
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them, and this is the wish of every legislator; if he fails to do it well he misses his goal. 

Correct habituation distinguishes a good political system from a bad one” (Politics 1102b 

7). Aristotle asks what a good man is, not what a good action is. 

 This essay is an attempt to understand why the form of his ethics is of this sort. 

Why is he concerned about the character of a person, as opposed to the acts that the 

person commits? Interestingly, I do not think that the answer lies in the Nicomachean 

Ethics. Rather, the form of ethics is subject to the form of society. By comprehending the 

nature of the polis, we are able to shed light on the concerns of the citizens, those 

concerns being addressed in the Nicomachean Ethics. As such, most of this essay will 

concern itself with The Politics, not its prequel. I am not particularly interested in the 

content of Aristotle’s moral concerns, but the form of those concerns. And, to reverse an 

image from The Republic, a city is writ small in a single conscience. It is not simply the 

values of a community which inform values of an individual, but also the shape of a 

community that inform the shape that values take. Aristotle’s questions are framed within 

a particular social order; this essay is an exploration of that order. 

  

Cities 

It is best to begin where Aristotle begins: by examining the nature of a polis. A 

polis is the political community which aims towards the highest good. “…the community 

that is most authoritative of all and embraces all the others does so particularly, and aims 

at the most authoritative good of all”  (1252a 7). This good is not merely survival, peace, 

or trade. Rather, cities exist for the sake of the completion of man, that completion being 

the good life. “The complete community, arising from several villages, is the city … it 
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exists for the sake of living well” (1252b 30). This good life is not one that can be lived 

solely within the context of a family. Families are limited in their sufficiency. A single 

family, living in the wilderness, cannot reproduce except through incest. Given that incest 

is not ideal, two families or more families would be best. But the relationship of husband 

and wife is not the only relationship which forms between these peoples. The group has 

an organization of some sort- a power structure. Thus, these people become rulers and 

ruled, so that the group does not fracture. “First, then, there must of necessity be a 

conjoining of persons who cannot exist without one another: on the one hand, male and 

female, for the sake or reproduction (which occurs not from intentional choice…); on the 

other hand, the naturally ruling and ruled, on account of preservation” (1252a 31). The 

relationship between ruler and ruled, like the relationship between male and female, is a 

natural relationship. It is formed unintentionally. Wherever humans gather, their societies 

will be formed vertically. 

This organization appears to occur along hierarchies of intelligence. Those who 

can think about the world abstractly are more capable of preserving themselves. But they 

are limited by merely having one means by which to change the world: their body. The 

ruled, therefore, benefit by having someone organize them in such a way that they may 

be more ready for the future. The rulers benefit by being extended- by having many 

bodies. “For that which can foresee with the mind is the naturally ruling and naturally 

mastering element, while that which can do these things with the body is the naturally 

ruled and slave; hence the same thing is advantageous for the master and slave” (1252b 

1). The master slave relationship is symbiotic, it benefits both parties. 
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 The household, therefore, is formed by two relations: reproductive and 

hierarchical. These relations fulfill the needs of daily life. If the head of a household has 

no servants, he will replace their void with other means of extending himself- “for poor 

persons have an ox instead of a servant” (1252b 12). By means of a reproductive 

relationship, a family ensures that all men come into the world as political animals. 

Families are a sort of community- an unextended polis- and a person is naturally 

preceded by his family. In this way, man is a political animal. He cannot help but build 

and be part of cities. He exists relationally before he exists individually. “That the city is 

both by nature and prior to each individual, then, is clear. For if the individual is not self-

sufficient, he will be in a condition similar to that of other parts in relation to the whole” 

(1253a 28). No man can live apart from his community. This fact alone indicates that 

man must be comprehended with a view to his context. To study man while ignoring his 

polis is akin to dissecting a dead carcass. A student may be able to master the interior of 

dead frogs, but that does not make him an expert of frogs. They are living creatures. 

Understanding man requires an understanding of man’s environment. 

 The same can be said of a family or village. A family is best able to fulfill its 

goals if it exists in relation to a village, and village is best able to achieve its goals by 

extending itself to other villages and becoming a polis. “The complete community, 

arising from several villages, is the city. It reaches a level of full self-sufficiency, so to 

speak; and while coming into being for the sake of living, it exists for the sake of living 

well” (1252b 30). Just as a man cannot live apart from a village or family, a man cannot 

live well apart from a polis. In other words, man can only actualize the potency of his life 

by means of living in a polis. The city is both an end of the individual and the means by 
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which an individual is able to achieve his particular end. Man, without a city, is 

incomplete.  

 The polis still organizes itself by means of those same relationships by which 

families organize. Populations grow because citizens reproduce with each other. But 

cities take a form similar to that of families as well. A king is the head of the state, as the 

father is the head of a household. In fact, the familial relationship can be extended by 

analogy. Kings are to cities as fathers are to households, so also are citizens to each other 

as kin are to each other. “… every household is under the eldest as king, and so also were 

the extensions [of that household making up a village] as a result of kinship” (1252b 23). 

This means that the relationships which constitute a state are similar to the relationships 

that constitute a family. This relationship is, in turn, similar to the relationship between a 

family to a village or a village to community: that is, it is a relationship of extension. We 

belong to a family, and for this reason we are loyal to it. So also do we belong to cities, 

and that loyalty extends from the family to the city. The polis is the family writ large. 

 This vision of a polis presents to us a tight knit whole. Cities are webs of 

relationships that are so densely packed that ostracization from the polis effectively cuts 

someone away from all meaningful and harmonious interactions. A citizen belongs to his 

polis and the polis to the citizen just as an individual belongs to his family and the family 

belongs to the individual. The identity of the group which an individual is a part of is 

itself a part of that individual. A citizen will be an alien and stranger anywhere but home, 

unaccustomed to both his neighbors and their routines. The polis that Aristotle describes 

is a community, not a society. That is, the citizens are individuals despite the unity of 

their collective, in contrast to the polis being a whole despite the dissimilarities of its 
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citizens. That is not to say that the cities which Aristotle describes are complete unities. 

Aristotle outlines the way that cities are split. However, it is apparent that his cities exist 

for a purpose that all citizens share. Citizens are not neighbors for the sake of peace or 

trade. They are united by a common affection for each other.  

“It is evident, therefore, that the city is not a community sharing a location 

and for the sake of not committing injustice against each other and 

conducting trade. These things must necessarily be present if there is to be 

a city, but not even when all of them are present is it yet a city, but the city 

is the community in living well both of households and families for the 

sake of a complete and self-sufficient life” (1280b 34). 

 

Cities are not merely an alliance. It is only in tight knit communities that man can 

achieve his full potential. Only by living in union with others can man live well. 

 But this sort of community, equipped with such a strong will towards the common 

good, has hard boundaries. Not all poleis are one. “Babylon is perhaps a city of this sort, 

or any that has the dimensions of a nation rather than a city; at any rate, they say that its 

capture was not noticed is a certain part of the city for three days” (1276a 31). Such a 

polis is too large to even be considered a polis. It is more similar to a nation. Its citizens 

relate to each other, not as neighbors, but as strangers. Poleis, if they are to be tight and 

solid entities, cannot grow too large. If a polis is such that it extends over more than one 

location, then it cannot help but become two wholes. The cause of this is not merely that 

one people group is spread out over a large distance, but also that the land on which a 

polis is founded effects the character of the people. “For example, a fortified height is 

characteristic of oligarchy and monarchy; levelness is characteristic of democracy; 

neither of these is characteristic of aristocracy, but rather a number of strong places” 

(1330b 21). The values of a polity are etched into the stone on which it stands. 
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 A polis on flat land has nowhere to flee if an invasion occurs. Its strength lies in 

the masses. A polis with a single fortified defense must rely on the owner of that property 

for its protection. The masses’ strength rests upon the wealthy. An aristocracy has the 

means to protect all the masses, and so the virtuous might care for the polis as a whole. A 

polis whose population exists in several of these locations will be a polis which is 

composed of two different characters of peoples. It will not constitute a single regime.  

“A ship that is a foot long, for example, will not be a ship at all, nor one of 

twelve hundred feet, and as it approaches a certain size it will make for a 

bad voyage, in the one case because of smallness, in the other because of 

excess. Similarly with the city as well, the one that is made up of too few 

persons is not self-sufficient, though the city is a self-sufficient thing, 

while the one that is made up of too many persons is with respect to the 

necessary things self-sufficient like a nation, but is not a city; for it is not 

easy for a regime to be present” (1326b 6).  

 

A city that is too large is size and in population is not the best vehicle for living well. 

People become too diverse, and are unable to form that small community which is best 

for human thriving. This diversity can be understood as a form of different regimes living 

in a single city. 

Such large cites would, in effect, be two cities surrounded by walls, in which the 

citizens intermarry. “For even if one were to bring the locations together into one, so that 

the city of the Megarians were fastened to that of Corinth by walls, it would not be a 

single city” (1280b 16).  A city is unified by its shared values, themselves apparent in the 

regime of the city. “Nor would it be if they practiced intermarriage with one another, 

although this is one of the shared things that are peculiar to cities. Nor, similarly, if 

certain persons dwelled in separate places, yet were not so distant as to have nothing on 

common, but had laws not to commit injustice towards one another in their transactions- 

…, and they were ten thousand in number, yet had nothing in common except things of 
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this sort, exchange and alliance; not even in this way would there be a city” (1280b 23). 

The polis must be united by more than merely hierarchical or familial relationships. It has 

hard limits. It cannot become too small, nor grow too large. It is not merely made whole 

through its form and matter, but by its efficient and final causes. The Megarians and 

Corinthians have different histories, and different goals. 

A polis is united by the way it manifests its aim of living well. Citizens must 

regard each other not merely as means to an end, or as strangers with whom they do not 

war, but as friends in whose company they must spend time. Citizens of a polis must be 

involved in each other’s business. Their private lives are intertwined with their public 

lives, to the extent that they care if their neighbors are men of virtue. 

A literary picture of such a community can be found in Eliot’s Middlemarch. 

Prior to the arrival of the trains, in which strangers could come and go in the town as they 

pleased, the citizens related to each other by gossip. 

“In Middlemarch a wife could not long remain ignorant that the town held a bad 

opinion of her husband. No feminine intimate might carry her friendship so far as 

to make a plain statement to the wife of the unpleasant fact known or believed 

about her husband; but when a woman with her thoughts much at leisure got them 

suddenly employed on something grievously disadvantageous to her neighbors, 

various moral impulses were called into play which tended to stimulate utterance. 

…Stronger than all, there was the regard for a friend’s moral improvement, 

sometimes called her soul, which was likely to be benefited by remarks tending to 

gloom, uttered with the accompaniment of pensive staring at the furniture and a 

manner implying that the speaker would not tell what was on her mind, from 

regard to the feelings of her hearer. On the whole, one might say that an ardent 

charity was at work setting the virtuous mind to make a neighbor unhappy for her 

good.” (Middlemarch LXXIV) 

 

It was necessary for neighbors to care about each other’s characters in such communities: 

they did not have the option to be strangers. Who the neighbor was mattered, and gossip 

was a viable tool to keep individuals in check. Such communities created environments 
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of extreme social pressure, but also produced lots of interdependency. Neighbors might 

care about each other because that was the latest news, but they cared. Such 

interconnected societies can appear suffocating, and perhaps they were, but the fostered a 

genuine sense of belonging. For better or worse, neighbors relied on each other. They did 

not merely mind their own business. A person’s virtue and reputation was a social 

currency. 

But virtue, though it might have a common matter (courage, for instance) and a 

common goal (correct action when afraid), takes on different forms and expressions in a 

in different cultures. Spartans, for instance, hope to form the habit of courage by 

practicing certain battlefield exercises. “…the Spartans… turn out children resembling 

beasts by imposing severe exertions, the assumption being that this is the most 

advantageous thing with a view to courage” (Politics 1338b 15). Though Aristotle 

criticizes the extreme to which the Spartans encourage the habits of courage in their 

youth, he recognizes that their activities are still aimed at a common end. The specific 

rituals are unique to the culture of each particular polis. And that culture, as we have 

seen, is not dependent solely on the people. It is caused, in part, by the landscape that the 

people inhabit. This means that the culture of the people cannot be changed on whim. 

Education 

 All cities, by nature, seek a good life for their citizens, but the way that they seek 

that good life is different between cities. Like virtue, there is something common in those 

manifestations. A carpenter and a leather worker both seek after a similar good, which is 

doing well at their craft. But while their craft may be different, they are united by the 

mutual respect gained in excellently practicing that craft. A polis is genuinely united by 
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its education. It is through education that values are instilled in the youth. “Rather, as was 

said before, the city, being a multitude, must be made one and common through 

education” (1263b 36). Education is the medium in which the purpose of the polis is 

manifest. Not only do educators provide the youth with the knowledge necessary for the 

thriving for the polis, they instill in them habits and character which are the mark of a 

worthwhile life. “Since there is a single end for the city as a whole, it is evident that 

education must necessarily be one and the same for all… For common things the training 

too should be made common” (1337a 27). If the city is to have a goal, then the whole of 

the city must have the means of striving for that goal. Anyone who does not have that 

means cannot, then, be part of the city. What is more, the way to the goal must be 

common for all. For the goal is living well, but the way that people live well is unique to 

the people. Culture and regime is not merely a series of values, but a way of life. 

 Cities, as we have seen, exist for more than the sake of mere survival. Citizens are 

not merely trying to stave off starvation. They have leisure time, that is, a time in which 

they can pursue ends which are goods in themselves as opposed to something which is 

for the purpose of something else. “Being at leisure, on the other hand, is held itself to 

involve pleasure, happiness, and living blessedly” (1338a 2). It is within leisure time that 

people are able to live their best lives, that they are able to be happy. The goal of the best 

city is to try to develop the best activities of leisure, that is, the best education. Education 

is its own end. While it unites a city, the city is united by education for the purpose of 

education. “So it is evident that certain things should be learned and there should be 

education with a view to the leisure that is spent in pastime as well, and… [this 

education] should be for their own sake, those with a view to occupation being necessary 
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and for the sake of other things” (1338a 14). Because the city does not exist as an alliance 

between merchants, education does not exist for the sake of occupation. Education within 

these small communities can be developed on a deeply personal level. In no way is it 

bureaucratic, the lesson is aimed at the student, not the class. 

Thus, the form of education is a reflection of the form of the city. When educating 

students in music, Aristotle does not suggest that the measure of their education ought to 

be the listener. Such an end would force the child to undergo education for the sake of the 

listener. The child would spend more time trying to please his audience than pursuing the 

ennobling aspect of music itself. “..hence we judge the performance as not belonging to 

free persons but being more characteristic of the laborer…” (1341b 14). Rather, 

education is measured by the character of the person educated, a measurement that can 

only be done on a individual scale. “…all the harmonies are to be used… but with a view 

to education those most related to character, and with a view to listening to others 

performing those relating to action and those relating to inspiration as well” (1342a 5). 

Education is intended to produce mature citizens who might ennoble the state by being 

themselves ennobled. It could not achieve this end bureaucratically; all students must be 

perceived as individuals with their own wants and excesses. 

 This is a noble goal, and the common rearing of the young depends on an 

affection that the citizens of the city have for each other. Citizens are born into the polity 

with established relations and similarities to others in their polity. They are, thus, more 

bound by their similarities to other citizens than their dissimilarities. “Although sailors 

are dissimilar in their capacities… it is clear that the most precise account of their virtue 

will be that peculiar to each sort individually, but that a common account will in a similar 
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way fit all… Similarly, although citizens are dissimilar, preservation of the community is 

their task and the regime is this community…” (1276b 30) Education, which is concerned 

with the character of the youth of a city, is the manifestation of this responsibility. To 

care for the youth is to care for the state. By making future citizens more able to reach 

their potential, the polis is then more able to reach its potential. Only within a community 

in which individuality is deemphasized can the individual reach his fullest potential. 

Citizen and State 

 This perception concerning the means of social solidarity leads Aristotle to 

understand the nature of the state and the citizen in a unique way. The citizen cannot be 

separated from the state. A citizen is not merely someone who exists individually under 

the regime. He is tied to it. “The citizen in an unqualified sense is defined by no other 

thing so much as by partaking in decision and office” (1275a 23). Those who do not act 

politically and make political decisions in the polity do not belong to it. If a citizen in a 

democracy does not take part in governing, he has forfeited the right of citizenship. As 

such, the meaning of citizenship changes according to each regime. Oligarchies, for 

instance, will have fewer citizens than democracies. The poor masses of an oligarchy do 

not share in the preservation of the state- they are not entitled to make any political 

decisions. “In oligarchies, on the other hand, it is not possible for a laborer to be a citizen, 

for taking part in offices is on the basis of a large assessments, but it is possible for a 

worker, since many artisans become wealthy” (1278a 25). As such, they cannot be 

understood as citizens of the polity. “Whoever is entitled to share in an office involving 

deliberation or decision is, we can now say, a citizen in this city; and the city is the 

multitude of such persons that is adequate with a view to a self-sufficient life, to speak 
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simply.” (1275b 21) The citizen, not the slave or laborer, is the true part of the polis. The 

citizen adds something of value to the regime apart from merely his sweat. He bears 

responsibility for the polis, he is loyal to it. This again emphasizes the relationship 

between the regime and the polis; the polis does not consist of its residents, it consists of 

the way the residents structure themselves. Only residents who take part in the 

organization of the polis are a part of the city. All others are unessential. 

 As such, when Aristotle describes man as a political animal, it may not be proper 

to merely understand him as saying that man is, by nature, a social animal. Man can have 

social relationships, but only be engaging in political activities is man able to fulfill his 

potential. If man is to become a “true” human, he must take part in deciding the fate of 

the polis, especially in deciding how to raise the youth of the polis. For it is by the means 

of education that a citizen produces another citizen. “Gorgias of Leontini … said that just 

as mortars are made by mortar makers, so Larisaeans are made by craftsmen, since some 

of them are ‘Larisa makers’” (1275b 31). Athenians beget Athenians. For this reason, 

citizenship is extended across generations, just as participation in a family extends across 

time. 

 A good citizen is one who is able to participate in the state and be subject to the 

state simultaneously. “Virtue in each of these cases is different, but the good citizen 

should know and have the capacity both to be ruled and to rule, and this very thing is the 

virtue of a citizen- knowledge of rule over free persons from both points of view” (1277b 

17). A good citizen can make the law and be subject to the law. He is capable of placing 

the law above his own authority. A citizen may work, but he cannot work all the time. 

Education, which is a thing of leisure, must be replaced, at some point, with involvement 
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in political decisions. For Aristotle, there is no such job as a “politician.” People engage 

in politics when they are away from work. “But if this sort is a citizen, the virtue of a 

citizen … cannot be spoken of as belonging to everyone or even to every free person, but 

only to those who have been relieved of necessary sorts of work. Those who perform 

necessary services for one person are slaves; those who do so for the community are 

workers and laborers” (1278a 13). There are no hard lines between the state, the 

citizenry, and the community. The best citizen, by being both subject to the law and the 

enforcer of the law, is the state. It is incorrect to think of an Athenian citizen who works 

for the government. All citizens, by nature, work for the government. One cannot be 

Athenian apart from a certain responsibility for the polis. Thus, the identity of the 

community for the individual is tied to the work of the government. 

The state, which consists of citizens, cares for the community which, in turn, is 

designed to help the citizens achieve their potential. As such, there is no hard line 

between social laws and customs and the political laws and customs. Social taboos can 

become political taboos, and breaking a social law does not merely have social 

consequences (such as hurting friendships, for instance) but it also has political 

consequences (fines or exiles, for instance). Thus, to be a bad person with a poor 

relationship to other citizens is a matter of the state. To dishonor one’s neighbor is 

equally as unjust as to steal his horse. Honor and property are important enough to even 

divide the state. “Further, factional conflict occurs not only because of inequality of 

property, but also because of inequality of honors…” (1266b 40). Because society and 

politics are so interlinked, the social standing of each citizen cannot be separated from his 
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political life. Citizens care as much about who gets what honors as they do about who 

gets what property. 

When discussing the rearing of children, Aristotle argues that children must be 

raised by the community and the state. As such, it makes sense that the specific ways to 

educate children would be enforced by law. “Generally, then, the legislator should banish 

foul speech from the city…” (1336b 5). The rules of society and the rules of the state are 

mixed into one. To be impolite in a polity is not merely to break a social norm, it is to 

break a legal one. It is improper to think of the people as acting on their own apart from 

the rule of the government; rather, the people are the government. To offend the people, 

that is, to be impolite, can result in legally enforced punishment.  

These small communities work on individual levels. No citizens are strangers to 

each other; they all are deeply involved in each other’s business. As such, their legal 

judgements can be made about particular citizens. This intimacy leads to a certain 

conception of justice. Justice does not exist so as to merely keep the peace within a polis. 

It exists so that citizens can receive what they deserve. 

A single set of rulers are best able to administer justice. They, unlike laws, can 

change their judgements in accordance with circumstances. “…[is it] more advantageous 

to be ruled by the best man or by the best laws[?] Those who consider it advantageous to 

be under a kingship hold that laws only speak of the universal and do not command with 

a view to circumstances. So to rule in accordance with written rules is foolish in any 

art…  It is evident, therefore, for the same reason, that the best regime is not one based on 

written rules and laws” (1286a 16). Just as a craftsman is able to make the best judgement 

about his craft, so also is the politician best able to make judgements about the polis. “So 
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according to this argument the multitude ought not to be given authority either over the 

choice of officials or over their auditing” (1282a 14). Those judgements, if they are to 

truly be just, must reflect the specific context in which the citizens find themselves. A 

good judge is the one who is best able to juggle context apart from personal desires. He 

must be aware of the particular citizen who is being judged. But it is not difficult for such 

a judge to be aware of that particular citizen, no one is a stranger in these poleis. All are 

neighbors. A wise judge is able to separate the reputation of a citizen from the 

accusations lodged against him. If Socrates is accused of corrupting the youth, and is also 

hated by the citizenry, then the citizenry would condemn him to death regardless of the 

accuracy of the accusations brought against him. A wise king would enact justice 

regardless of the will of the masses, given that the masses might act unjustly. 

The communities that Aristotle describes are not necessarily harmonious wholes. 

It is difficult to craft virtuous citizens that lead good lives. The masses of such small 

cities are easily swayed by gossip and by their own tribalism. It is easy for citizens to feel 

the weight of social pressure when the social pressure can result in anything from 

banishment to capital punishment. As such, Aristotle is decidedly cautious about 

democracies. After all, it was a democracy that killed Socrates. 

Democratic Justice 

 Democratic justice is the form of justice when the masses are the ones who 

administer the law. “The justice that is characteristically popular is to have equality on 

the basis of number and not on the basis of merit; where justice is of this sort, the 

multitude must necessarily have authority, and what is resolved by the majority must be 

final and must be justice, for, they assert, each of the citizens must have an equal share” 
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(1317b 7). This sort of justice levels the power relations that form in a polity. No one 

citizen stands far above another. In this way, all citizens are equal. But they are also 

equally poor. If justice is the decision of the majority, and the majority will always have 

fewer goods than the minority, then that very justice is rip apart the fabric of a polity. 

“..[If] the majority distributes among itself the things of a minority, it evident that it will 

destroy a city” (1281a 20). Such a corruption destroys the trust and affection that citizens 

have for each other. Equality is not achieved by bettering the lowest citizen, but by 

lessening the greatest citizen. Democratic justice, if left uninhibited, is the corruption of 

the tight communal relations that form a polity. The social pressures that kept citizens 

govern citizens to better themselves work, instead, to the disadvantage of the city as a 

whole. Such cities no longer seek after virtue, but instead succumb to mob rule. 

 This distribution of power can become a way of punishing the rich or excellent. 

The standards of what makes a good citizen are lowered, things which are normally held 

as virtues become vices. “Further, since oligarchy is defined by family, wealth, and 

education, the opposites of these things are held to be characteristically popular- lack of 

birth, poverty, and vulgarity” (1317b 42). Because poleis are held together by the virtue 

of its citizens, any polis whose culture praises vice cannot survive for long. This 

democratic justice, therefore, if carried to its end, will fail to provide a basic, functional 

goal of any polis: peace within the polis itself. Democratic justice fails even to form a 

democracy, for the best sort of democratic regime is not the one with the greatest 

distribution of goods and powers, but the one with the greatest distribution of goods and 

powers which is capable of preserving itself. Democracies that cannot last more than a 

few days without descending into chaos are worse than impure democracies. “But 
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instituting it is not the greatest or the only task of the legislator or of those wanting to 

constitute some regime of this sort, but rather to see that it is preserved; for it is not 

difficult to be governed in one fashion or another for one, two, or three days” ( 1319b 

34). The paradox is that too much democratic justice can be dangerous for a democracy 

just as too much oligarchic can be dangerous for an oligarchy. “…for many of the things 

that are held to be characteristically popular overturn democracies, and many of those 

held to be characteristically oligarchic overturn oligarchies” (1309b 23). Pure 

democracies split cities into two parts whenever popular leaders fight with the wealthy. 

Instead of bringing attention to how equal the citizens already are, they bring attention to 

any difference in power. “From democracy comes their war on the notables- doing away 

with them secretly and openly, and exiling them as rivals in the art of ruling and 

impediments to their rule” (1311a 19). 

 Yet an upper class is always a part of a polis, and neglecting a minority in favor 

of a majority is the same as neglecting the whole of a polis- that is, a polis with all of its 

parts. Justice which fails to keep a polis together, as a single whole, cannot be a genuine 

justice. Democratic justice, therefore, when taken to an extreme, is tyrannical. 

 Morality and justice are not mere abstractions. To critique democratic justice by 

merely leveling abstract arguments against it is not sufficient. Justice, be it democratic or 

oligarchic, is given the form of law. If democratic justice is insufficiently good, how are 

laws whose rational is democratic also insufficient? 

 At root, the problem of justice and regimes is largely a problem of determining 

who gets to rule. “If, therefore, all should exist in a single city- I mean both the good and 

the wealthy and the well born, as well as a political multitude apart from them- will there 
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be a dispute as to which should rule, or will there not?” (1283b 4). Of course, there will 

be such disputes, as seen in a mixed regime. A tyrant would not permit the multitude to 

question his authority. It is difficult to make a claim that the well off or the most virtuous 

deserve to rule. “…nothing prevents the multitude from being at some point better than 

the few and the wealthier- not as individuals but taken together.” (1283b 33) Yet the 

difficulty is found at the division between a law and a lawmaker. “The cause of [this 

difficulty] is that the judgement concerns themselves, and most people are bad judges 

concerning their own things” (1280a 16). The majority will therefore always rule in its 

own favor unless directed by a wise leader. But such a rule will not always produce 

correct laws. “… [Are] the most correct laws [made] with a view to the advantage of the 

better persons or of the majority...[?] But correctness must be taken to mean ‘in an equal 

spirit’:  what is [enacted] in an equal spirit is correct with a view both to the advantage of 

the city as a whole and to the common [advantage] of the citizens” (1283b 42). The rule 

of a polis by the masses is not necessarily better the rule of the Oligarchs. 

 There are ways in which this danger can be alleviated. In Democratic courts, a 

divide can be placed between the lawmakers and the effects of a law. If an individual is 

found guilty in such a court, Aristotle suggests that his confiscated property be given to 

the temple as sacred property, as opposed to public property. “Those acting unjustly will 

be no less cautious, for they will be fined in the same way, but the mass will less 

frequently vote against those who are being tried, as they are not going to get anything 

out of it” (1320a 12). If a democracy is to avoid corruption, a law must rest above the will 

of the people which constrains those corruptions which tempt them towards their own 
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destruction. This law must balance the desires of the oligarchs with the desires of the 

majority, while also making sure that the majority is not overly poor.  

 The democracy of the Tarentines is exemplary. “By making their possessions 

common for use by the poor, they maintain the benevolence of the multitude. 

Furthermore, they also created all the offices in a double form, the ones chosen by 

election, the others by lot so that the people could take part in them, those chosen by 

election so that they would be better governed” (1320b 14). In this way, the Tarentines do 

not separate the law enforcers from the effects of the law, but rather create a tension 

within their constitution by dividing offices, while mitigating class tension by 

redistributing property in a similar way as the Spartans. 

 If a Democracy is to work, the will of the masses must submit to a common law. 

The law must be, in some way, oligarchic. It must define equality in a manner that does 

not simply favor the poor. “The law in this sort of democracy asserts that there is equality 

when the poor are no more preeminent than the well-off, and neither have authority, but 

both are similar” (1291b 34). Alternatively, a democracy may exclude some people from 

citizenship. It may only permit offices to be filled by qualification, but the standards of 

qualification are low. This sort of democracy still is a rule of the majority, but it is not a 

rule by everyone. The excluded are, presumably, the lowest of the low. Their interests are 

not represented, but it also means that the well-off have to support fewer citizens. The 

quality of the citizens as a whole is raised if the worst are not permitted to be citizens. 

“[This kind of democracy] is the kind where offices are filled on the basis of assessments, 

but these are low, and it is open to anyone possessing the amount to take part, while 
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anyone losing it does not take part” (1292a 1). Thus, the interests of the upper and middle 

class are given a greater percentage of representation in offices. 

 Indeed, all types of democracy require a rule of law in order to function, with one 

exception: “when the multitude has authority and not the law” (1292a 5). These cities sit 

at the edge of chaos and tyranny. Demagogues are able to overturn a polis’s constitution 

and render laws which would otherwise appear as eternal as temporary instead. “For in 

cities under a democracy that is based on law a popular leader does not arise, but the best 

of the citizens preside; but where the laws are without authority, there popular leaders 

arise. For the people become a monarch, from many combining into one- for the many 

have authority not as individuals but all together” (1292a 12). Unfettered by a law, the 

people reward the flatters and condemn their critics. Lead by a populist, they find ways to 

punish critical minorities until the unified masses are all that remain. The demagogue, 

then, is left as a tyrant supported by his nation. He gives the people what they say they 

want no matter if it is for their betterment. In return, they give him rule over them. In fact, 

there is no common law that binds all members of the polis. A man may be punished one 

day, based on the will of the masses, when the next day the masses may declare another 

man innocent despite the fact both men may have committed the same crime. Law does 

not rule, whim rules; or, more precisely, a demagogue who directs whim rules. Such is 

the fate of cities where the vices of their communal politics get out of hand. If the 

different parts of the city have no affections for the other parts, then they will work to 

punish their neighbors with no thought to the justice of that punishment. 
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Conclusion 

 Justice, which both oligarchic and democratic forms try to reach, is understood as 

simply as a form of equality. “…justice is held to be equality, and it is, but for equals and 

not for all; and inequality is held to be just and is indeed, but for unequal and not for 

all…” (1280a 13). In other words, people should get what they deserve. If a person is a 

virtuous man, then he ought to receive the honors and properties befitting of virtuous 

men. “Justice,” said Solon, “even if slow, is sure.” (Lives107) Justice is not a series of 

laws which concern action; they are a series of laws which concern character. This is 

because the administrators of justice are not merely concerned with action. They are 

concerned with who did the action, and if such a person is good for the polity as a whole. 

It is for this reason that Aristotle is so focused on the character of the citizens. It is not the 

action which ought to be condemned, it is the person. Someone of upstanding character 

deserves justice, and somebody of poor character does not deserve that same judgement, 

they are not assumed to be equal. The goal of the legislator is to ensure that citizens are 

good people; it is not simply to keep the peace. 

 Taken as a whole, this relationship between the character of the cities that 

Aristotle writes of and the questions he asks in Nicomachean Ethics reveals an interesting 

relationship between ethics and politics. We formulate our ethics as a result of particular 

political situations, and the nuanced differences of those situations result in differences- 

not only in what we think is right or wrong- but the sort of thing we judge: character or 

action. This does not mean that Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics are inapplicable in 

today’s political situations, only that the application of the text might be limited. We 

cannot judge others on their characters, we do not know them. If we are to care about the 
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character of individuals, we need to create contexts in which their character plays an 

important part. We still live, to some degree, in the deeply the interconnected poleis that 

Aristotle describes. However, these small communities are covered underneath the larger 

social structures that have been built around us, and they might not be connected to any 

sort of government at all. These familial and hierarchical structures exist; they exist in 

those small schools, institutions, churches, and towns that scatter the American 

landscape. Within those contexts we can have affection for the neighbor next to us; their 

character matters. 

 In the meantime, the larger context of our political thought- a context of empires 

and nation-states as opposed to small cities- poses to us problems which Aristotle may 

have merely thought of in passing. When the majority of our interactions are with people 

who we know nothing of, and will probably never meet again, we must determine a form 

of law and justice that is most suited to alleviating wrongdoings within the contexts of 

those single interactions. Therefore, our courts do not measure the people interacting, but 

rather the actions that those people performed. Our justice is separate from Aristotle’s. 

Yet, it seems to me that Aristotle’s conception is more true. In our courts, bad people do 

not get what they deserve- unless they step out of line. And good people are sometimes 

condemned for uncharacteristic actions. But this may be a sad reality of our society- our 

limitless size makes for limited justice. We cannot march blindly into the past. As our 

societies change, we must be sure that our questions change with them. But we ought not 

do so without forgetting the questions which came before us. Asking such questions 

ennobles our soul more than merely concerning ourselves with our current problems. 

Societies are, after all, still composed of people. To forget the individual in favor of what 
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is more immediately pragmatic is to confuse the purpose of our societies, and of our 

lives, with mere survival. The personal scale must be the scale which concerns persons 

the most. Politics cannot begin where the person ends. 
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